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[FeIVO]2+ species have been implicated as the active form of many
nonheme iron enzymes. The electronic structures of iron(IV) oxo
complexes are thus of great interest. High-frequency and -field
electron paramagnetic resonance is employed to determine
accurately the spin Hamiltonian parameters of two stable complexes
that contain the FedO unit: [FeO(TMC)(CH3CN)](CF3SO3)2, where
TMC ) tetramethylcyclam and [FeO(N4py)](CF3SO3)2, where N4Py
) bis(2-pyridylmethyl)bis(2-pyridyl)methylamine. Both complexes
exhibit zero-field splittings that are positive, almost perfectly axial,
and of very large magnitude: D )+26.95(5) and +22.05(5) cm-1,
respectively. These definitive experimental values can serve as
the basis for further computational studies to unravel the electronic
structures of such complexes.

High-valent iron(IV) oxo intermediates are likely to be
the active species of many mononuclear nonheme iron
enzymes that activate dioxygen.1,2 Within the last 4 years,
such species have been identified in several enzymes and
characterized as having a high-spin (d4, S ) 2) terminal
[FeIVdO]2+ unit.3 Within the same time frame, a number of
synthetic mononuclear nonheme iron(IV) oxo complexes
bearing tetra- and pentadentate N-donor ligands have been
reported and characterized by a variety of spectroscopic
techniques.4,5 In contrast to the enzymatic systems, the model
complexes generally possess an intermediate-spin, triplet

(S ) 1) ground state,4,5 which DFT6 calculations suggest to
be less reactive than the corresponding HS, quintet (S ) 2)
state at carrying out H-atom abstractions.7 Nevertheless,
certain synthetic complexes can attack strong C-H bonds
such as those of cyclohexane.8 To rationalize this result,
Shaik and co-workers have proposed a TSR model that posits
participation of a low-lying S ) 2 excited state that intersects
with the S ) 1 state along the reaction trajectory.7

All synthetic iron(IV) oxo complexes characterized to date
have large positive zfs,9 as given by the axial zfs parameter,
D > +20 cm-1. This zfs originates primarily from spin–orbit
coupling between the ground-state spin triplet and the first
excited-state quintet,10 and its magnitude is inversely pro-
portional to the energy separation between the two. Thus,
the magnitude of zfs may assist in quantifying the TSR model
by providing the triplet-quintet energy separation. Experi-
mental determination of zfs is usually accomplished indi-
rectly by variable-field and -temperature Mössbauer experi-
ments, which afford D values with an estimated error of ∼2
cm-1. HFEPR, on the other hand, provides the possibility
of measuring the zfs more directly and with much higher
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accuracy and precision. Over the past decade, HFEPR has
been applied to a wide variety of transition-metal ion
complexes with S > 1/2 and has determined their spin
Hamiltonian parameters.11,12 There has been success with
HS FeII 13 and HS FeIII centers14 but thus far not with FeIV.
We report here the first successful application of HFEPR to
the determination of the spin Hamiltonian parameters of two
stable iron(IV) oxo complexes in the solid state:
[FeO(TMC)(CH3CN)](CF3SO3)2 (1; see Figure 1 for struc-
tures)15,16 and [FeO(N4py)](CF3SO3)2 (2).8

Polycrystalline samples of 1 and 2 (typically 30–50 mg)
were investigated by HFEPR at NHMFL using either the
Millimeter and Submillimeter Wave Facility with a 25 T
resistive magnet,17 for which the frequency maximum has
been recently extended to 900 GHz, or the EMR Facility
with a 15/17 T superconducting magnet.18

Figure 1 (top) shows a representative HFEPR spectrum
of 1 recorded at 4.2 K and 846 GHz. The spectrum exhibits
two well-defined maxima, each corresponding to a major
turning point within the powder pattern, at fields of 1.3 and
6.3 T, with weaker shoulders at ca. 3.7 and 5.7 T. At a lower
frequency of ∼810 GHz, these resonances collapse into a
single zero-field transition. Below 800 GHz, a single feature

is observed, which moves toward higher field with decreas-
ing frequency. At 250 GHz, this signal broadens and weakens
beyond recognition.

In accordance with our recently developed methodology
of tunable-frequency HFEPR,12 we plotted a full 2-D map
of observed resonances as a function of the EPR frequency,
which is shown in Figure 2 (top). This map is very
characteristic of a spin triplet with highly axial, large-
magnitude zfs, D ∼ 810 GHz ) 27 cm-1.19 To a high degree
of certainty, it excludes the possibility of interpreting the
EPR resonances in terms of a quintet state with the same D
value because the perpendicular transitions have totally
different field versus frequency behavior (see Figure S1 in
the Supporting Information). A computer fit of the entire
resonance data set provided a complete set of spin Hamil-
tonian parameters,20 which are collected in Table 1 and
compared with parameters deduced from Mössbauer data.9

Similar results were obtained for 2 at 4.2 K, as shown in
Figure 1 (bottom), and its 2-D map of resonances is shown
in Figure 2 (bottom). The outstanding feature is that the zero-
field transition for 2 appears at significantly lower frequency
(∼660 GHz) than for 1; however, the resonances originating
from that transition could be followed only within a narrower
frequency range (∼560–730 GHz).

The HFEPR spectra of 1 and 2 show some significant
differences at 15 K. A pair of weak resonances was observed
near ∼95 GHz and 10 T for 1. In contrast, no such doubling
was found for 2, and an entire branch of resonances could
be followed at 15 K over the frequency range of ∼50–200
GHz. That no doubling of these resonances was observed
means that the zfs tensor of 2 is effectively axial within the
experimental line width (80–100 mT). The spin Hamiltonian
parameters for 2 are also shown in Table 1. Data for a wide
range of iron(IV) oxo systems are summarized in Table S1
in the Supporting Information. Note that for 1 we have
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Figure 1. HFEPR spectra of 1 (upper black trace) with simulation (upper
red trace) and 2 (lower black trace) with simulation (lower red trace).
Experimental parameters: temperature, 4.2 K; frequency, 846 GHz (1), 676
GHz (2); field sweep rate, 5 T/min; optical modulation (chopping of a
submillimeter wave beam, which yields an absorption line shape) at 500
Hz. Simulation parameters: S ) 1; D ) +26.9 cm-1, E ) +0.095 cm-1,
gx,y ) 2.1, gz ) 2.04 (1); D ) +22.05 cm-1, E ) 0; giso ) 2.01 (2).

Figure 2. Plot of the resonant field position versus applied frequency
(energy) for 1 (top) and 2 (bottom). Squares are experimental points. Black
lines are calculated with the magnetic field parallel (|) to the molecular
axis (z) and blue lines with the field perpendicular (⊥ ≡ x, y): green for x;
red for y. Simulation parameters are given in Table 1. The broken lines
represent the frequency and field range of the spectra shown in Figure 1.
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confidence in the z component of the g tensor [2.04(1)], while
its perpendicular components have 5-fold greater uncertainty,
and the situation is reversed for 2. This difference results
from the number of resonances observed for particular
branches, which, in turn, is related to systems’ complicated
spin-relaxation properties.

However, the zfs parameters are determined very ac-
curately in both cases, and the rhombic parameter (E) is
certainly nonzero for 1 while it is zero for 2. It was also
possible through simulations and thermodynamic consider-
ations to confirm unequivocally the positive sign of D for
both complexes. Thermal activation (observation at 15 K as
opposed to 4.2 K) of perpendicular resonances appearing at
low frequencies (<200 GHz), originating between the MS

) |(1〉 pair of levels, means that this pair of levels lies higher
on the energy scale than the MS ) |0〉 level, which
corresponds by convention to a positive D. An energy level
diagram for 1 (ignoring slightly rhombic symmetry) is
presented in Figure 3.

The spin Hamiltonian parameters directly determined here
for 1 and 2 can be compared to those extracted from
Mössbauer data.9,15 The agreement is adequate for D (within
10%; see Table 1). One might assume that agreement
between Mössbauer and HFEPR zfs data is a forgone
conclusion. This is not necessarily the case. For another
integer-spin iron complex, namely, HS FeII (d6, S ) 2) in a
rubredoxin model, (PPh4)2[Fe(SPh)4], the agreement in zfs
parameters between Mössbauer21 and HFEPR22 was quite
poor (∼30% difference in D). However, there was exact
agreement between HFEPR and FDMRS spectroscopy,
which directly measures zero-field transitions.23,24 This
discrepancy between Mössbauer and resonance methods may
be due to the difficulty in fitting Mössbauer data for a highly
rhombic system, which is the case for [Fe(SPh)4]2- (|E/D|
) 0.24).22 Similar difficulties were obtained in analysis of
magnetic susceptibility data for rhombic systems.25 The
agreement here between HFEPR and Mössbauer for 1 and
2 has important consequences. First, by extension, in all of

these nearly axial iron(IV) oxo systems, the D values
determined by Mössbauer are likely validated and can be
confidently accepted to within ∼10%. However, for more
quantitative comparisons, HFEPR is needed to provide the
necessary precision. This includes an accurate measurement
of the rhombicity, which is relevant to optical studies16 and,
more importantly, of the g values, for which no meaningful
values had been available. The g values are now in much
better agreement with calculations10 than was previously
thought (see Table S1 in the Supporting Information).

This work thus shows that HFEPR is applicable to a further
non-Kramers ion system, FeIV, opening possibilities for
studies of related enzymes and of additional model com-
plexes, such as those in which the axial ligand is varied.26

The precise spin Hamiltonian parameters potentially obtain-
able on such complexes could serve as the basis for further
computations, in particular to refine the TSR model.
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Table 1. Spin Hamiltonian Parameters of Complexes 1 and 2

complex D (cm-1) |E| (cm-1) gx,y gz

[FeIVO(TMC)(CH3CN)]2+

(1)a
+26.95(5) [28(2)]a 0.070(35) 2.10(5) 2.04(1)

[FeIVO(N4Py)]2+ (2)a +22.05(5) [24(2)]a 0.000(25) 2.03(1) 1.95(5)
a Values in square brackets were obtained from Mössbauer analysis.9

Figure 3. Energy level diagram for 1. The zero-field |S,MS〉 states are
indicated at the left. The lines are generated using the parameters in Figure
1 but with E ) 0 for clarity; black lines are with the magnetic field parallel
(|) and blue lines perpendicular (⊥) to the molecular axis. The black arrows
indicate the |S,MS〉 ) |1,0〉f |1,(1〉 parallel (z) transition, which is observed
at numerous frequencies (shown here at 300 and 600 GHz), as indicated
by points in Figure 2. The larger blue arrow indicates a perpendicular (xy)
transition observable at only the highest frequencies (shown here at 800
GHz), as seen in Figure 1. The smaller blue arrow indicates a perpendicular
transition observable at low frequencies (∼100 GHz) and only at higher
temperatures (15 K), as it corresponds to a transition from an excited MS

state that is relatively unpopulated at ∼4 K.
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